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where I(t) = lQS(t) + /j(0 under two alternative histories: (1) where a sudden decrease of contact area from a(t') to a(t) occurs at time t! and is maintained until t; and (2) where the contact area follows its actual history. We have F(t') = Dx{t') =lfDa(t')+S(t)
F(t')=D2(t') = lfD(t') + S(t')
where
where Da(t') is the indentation after the decrease in contact area. On the basis of a physical argument, we have that D(t') > Da(t') so that £>,(/') < D2{t'). However from (4.12) in the paper, D{(t') = De(t') = De(t). The desired result follows. Equation (4.21) may be deduced in the same way. The conclusions of the paper remain unaffected.
